VIP Protection Tactical Course

Course Topics Include:

- Crisis Recognition and Reaction
- Roles and Responsibilities of the VIP Protection Agent
- Krav Maga for VIP Protection
- Firearms
- The Operational Advance
- Securing the Principal
- Tactical Medicine
- Best Practices
- Live Fire Scenario’s
- And Much More

Developed By
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AS Solution VIP Protection Tactical Course (TEP-001)

The Course
Objective: To develop a full range of personal and professional skills that will allow the graduate to recognize crisis and emergency situations at the earliest possible opportunity and react in the most effective manner to ensure the Principal’s safety.

This 11-day course is taught at our facility in Israel by Israeli specialists with international operational and instructional experience and takes place at our training facility in Israel. This is primarily a hard skills course and combines Krav Maga for EP, firearms for EP, classroom lectures, tactical medicine and field exercises spanning a myriad of scenario’s teaching and testing SOP’s for both routine and emergency. All material is covered in a structured and realistic manner, and is designed to allow participants to gain the greatest amount of information that will be of immediate use to them in their working environment.

Course Subjects
The following subjects are covered, but not limited to:
- Roles and Responsibilities of the VIP Protection agent
- Roles and Responsibilities of the VIP Protection advance agent
- Roles and Responsibilities of the VIP Protection driver
- Routine procedures
- Emergency Procedures
  - Krav Maga
  - Firearms
- Actions and reactions to suspected threats
- Actions and reactions to confirmed threats
- Securing the Principal at ad-hoc locations
- Securing the Principal at public events
- Securing the Principal whilst travelling by car
- Securing the Principal whilst walking
- Securing the Principal at the hotel
- Tactical scenario’s and drills
- Best practices from around the world
- Do’s and don’ts
- Required and recommended equipment
- Understanding combat fitness
- Tactical Medicine for VIP Protection
- Learn Case Study’s at the attack sites!
- Field tactical drills at historical sites!

Learn from the World’s Leading Operations Company!

AS Solution Global Training Services
12729 Northup Way, Suite 9
Bellevue, WA 98005
USA
(425) 296-3017
www.assolution.com
training@assolution.com
**Course Structure**

The course is divided into three primary modules, these are:

- **Week 1: Combat Techniques**
  - Weapons familiarization
    - Tactical Positioning
    - Combat Techniques
    - Basic VIP Protection Techniques
  - Krav Maga
    - Hand to hand combat
    - Locating the threat
    - Defending against multiple attackers
    - Defence against weapons

- **Week 2: VIP Protection Specific Combat Techniques**
  - VIP Protection related firearms scenario’s
  - VIP Protection related krav maga scenario’s
  - 1 & 2 man drills
  - Advanced Combat Techniques (VIP Protection)
  - Vehicle drills (Evacuations under fire)

**Emergency Tactical Medicine**

- Medical assessments for VIP Protection
- Care under fire
- Basics of Tactical Combat Casualty Care
- Medical Planning in the Security operation
- Care under fire
- Tactical Field Care
- Medical Risk Assessment
- The advance agent medical role
- Medevac Simulation
- A.W management
- Chest wound management
- Hemorrhage control
- Enemy’s modus operandi (from a medical aspect)
- CPR
- Tactical Scenarios (day and night)
- Burns and Fractures treatment

**Course Benefits**

Participants will:

- Learn how to identify a threat to them and their principal at the earliest stage, assess the risk and mitigate it
- Learn from instructors with international VIP PROTECTION experience
- Learn from instructors with international instruction experience
- Learn best practices from around the globe
- Learn how to operate as a VIP protection agent of the highest calibre
- Learn what actions to take should an incident be imminent or occur— security or medical
DETAILS

Language
This program is conducted in English.

Instructor, student ratio
In order to maintain the highest standards attainable, this program has an instructor to student ratio of 1:12.

Learning times
Training is very intense and takes place from Sunday to Thursday from 08:00 to 20:00 and on Friday from 08:00 – 12:00. There is no training on Saturday and the group will go on tours of Israel with a professional English speaking tour guide.

Accommodation:
- Comfortable accommodation at the training facility
- 2 PAX per room
- Laundry facilities available

Meals
- 3 meals per day
- Full breakfast
- Meat based lunch
- Dairy , light dinner

Weekends
- Tours of Israel
- Professional tour guide

Previous Clients Include
- US State Police and Federal Air Marshals
- Select members of SWAT unit (Europe)
- High Risk facilities (Africa)
- Factories (Israel and Europe)
- EL Al Airlines Security (Israel)
- Port security officers (Israel)
- Luxury hotels (on world top 10 list) security staff (UK)
- Specialized units of an official counter terror bureau (Europe)
- PSD team members
- Coalition Embassy quick reaction force (QRF) members (Afghanistan)
- Government dignitary protection units (Europe)
- Security officers for critical infrastructure (Israel)
- Security Directors of International Airports (Europe)
- Official security and counter terror entities (Singapore)
- Specialized security operations at the 2010 FIFA World Cup Soccer (South Africa)
- Specialized security consultation to some of the world’s largest multi-national corporations
- US official specialized security details
Company Overview

- AS Solution Global Training Division is part of AS Solution, a global security and risk management company. In 2003, AS Solution started in Denmark and has since become a top player in the Executive Protection industry. From the start AS Solution was built to help our clients with “Specialized Security Solutions” all over the world. To achieve this we have built a strong combination of “sister companies”, full time remote employees, partners and subcontractors. Our focus and commitment to quality has enabled AS become one of the world’s first and only executive protection firms to have a quality system and process that has been certified to fulfill the requirements of ISO 9001:2000. The global activities are performed either directly from the Danish company or by subsidiaries located in strategic chosen countries. The AS Solution Group currently has company offices located in The United States of America (Bellevue, WA and Atlanta, GA), Denmark (Herlev), Kenya (Nairobi), Tanzania (Usa River), India (Bangalore), The United Kingdom (Surrey), South Africa (Pretoria), Singapore, and Dubai. We also have remote agents in Johannesburg South Africa, Lagos Nigeria, Cairo Egypt, Moscow Russia, Tel Aviv Israel, Beijing China and Sao Paulo Brazil.

ALL AS SOLUTION INSTRUCTORS HAVE GOVERNMENT LEVEL EXPERIENCE

Course Cost: $5700

Cost includes:

- Airport Transfer & course transport
- All meals during the course
- Accommodation (2 per room)
- 11 days Instruction and all related equipment
- Ammunition and weapons
- Krav Maga protective gear (course use)
- 1x Weekend tours
- Course related insurance

Contact us today to secure your place!
training@assolution.com
Israel Office: +972545914456

EP TACTICAL COURSE MANAGER

Our course manager and EP tactics instructor brings over 21 years of operational and instruction experience at the highest levels. During his service at the IDF Counter Terror School, he was awarded the Israeli Presidents Award for Teaching Excellence for his work teaching counter terror snipers and special forces soldiers at the school.

Once he resigned from the IDF, he went on to serve as senior instructor and special agent at the Israeli General Security Service tactical combat academy teaching both VIP Protection and Counter Terror.

TacMed Staff

All AS Solution medical Instructors are combat paramedics who served in Israeli elite military units.

They have led their medical teams on missions in remote areas and dealt with complex injuries in hostile environments. You will receive the most up to date medical protocols and they will share their personal individual experiences from real life scenarios. Our Instructors have experience teaching Special Forces units, SWAT units, EP teams and TEMS (Tactical Emergency Medical Support) teams.